The left side of this page summarizes student headcount at the fall census. These headcount data only go back to Fall 2015 because the detail needed for these metrics was not built into the UDW+ subject area from which they are drawn for earlier years. Additional fall census headcounts will be added until a four-year history is displayed.

The link at the bottom of the page leads to detail on international students, defined as those whose IPEDS Ethnicity category is non-resident alien.

The right side of this page provides teaching metrics based on class enrollment. Analyses by instructor type show the extent to which the school’s classes are taught by tenure-track faculty, non-tenure track faculty, adjuncts and other instructors. The analysis is limited to teaching in the Fall and Spring semesters, and to Enrollment Sections. The non-enrollment sections excluded are generally laboratory and recitation sections associated with a lecture. Activity in team-taught course is allocated equally among the instructors. In a class of 50 students taught by two instructors each is allocated 25.

Technology-enhanced (distance education) activity is also displayed. The class sections included are identified by Instruction Mode and Class Section Type in the Student Information System. A link to the Departmental Metrics Dashboard provides detail.